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Due to inclement weather, Iowa State can-
celed classes for the first time this academic 
year.
Warren Madden, ISU senior vice president 
for Business and Finance made the decision to 
cancel classes starting at 12:40 p.m., Feb. 20.
Madden took into consideration the severe 
blizzard warning that was put in place for Story 
County, which included snow fall amounts and 
recommendations not to travel.
“I consulted with a number of people: 
the Department of Safety, National Weather 
Service,” Madden said.
He checked with communities in Ames 
and found what public schools were doing in 
response to the weather, as well as took advice 
from local law agencies and the Department 
of Transportation. He also consulted the presi-
dent’s office.
Facilities Planning and Management deals 
with campus maintenance and is responsible 
for snow removal.
Lester Lawson, manager of facilities main-
tenance, sent out snow removal crews to sand 
and plow throughout campus, so students can 
avoid common safety issues such as slipping 
and falling on the sidewalks.
Lawson warned those on campus to stay 
out of the way of these crews.
CyRide experienced difficulties as the 
storm progressed. Buses were arriving from a 
few minutes to 30 minutes late on their routes. 
Some buses even got stuck.
“Obviously, at the height of the storm, we 
had some issues just like all other vehicles that 
were on the road at that particular time,” Sheri 
Kyras, director of transit for CyRide.
Kyras said that CyRide drivers are trained 
to drive in winter weather conditions.
“All of our drivers go through a very exten-
sive driver training program,” Kyras said. “All 
drivers are in training for about 140 hours be-
fore they operate the bus on their own.”
CyRide drivers also learn slide training.
“As the bus begins to slide, [drivers] know 
how to adjust safely to get out of that slide and 
back in control of the vehicle again,” Kyras said.
Because they didn’t have classes to attend, 
students were up to different activities in the 
afternoon.
Julien Stratton, senior in financial coun-
seling and planning, was in class when a stu-
dent announced that afternoon classes were to 
be cancelled.
Stratton said he was hopeful that the uni-
By Lani.Tons
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SNOW p8 >>
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Bryan Cote, sophomore in chemical engineering, throws a 
snowball at Max Lin, senior in management information sys-
tems, on central campus on Thursday
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Junior Kayla Vance is buried by David Smith, junior in mechani-
cal engineering, and Josephine Elveru, sophomore in journal-
ism and mass communication, on the hill at the Knoll. 
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
A student winds up to throw a snowball during a snowball fight 
at old RCA after classes were canceled. Dozens of students 
gathered to participate in the snowball fight. 
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
A student catches snowflakes in her mouth while waiting for 
the CyRide at Kildee Hall. A thunderstorm with sleet and snow 
hit Ames and Central Iowa, causing unsafe road conditions.
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Students gathered in the courtyard of old RCA to have a snow-
ball fight and play in the snow on Thursday after classes were 
canceled due to inclement weather.
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ISU’s winter wonderland
 
View More:
Check out more photos and video from 
ISU’s snow day at iowastatedaily.com
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BODY IMAGE AND EATING DISORDER 
AWARENESS WEEK 2014
Th. February 20 - 7:00 PM
Binge Eating Specialist
Dr. Ralph Carson 
ISU Memorial Union - Sun Room
Th. February 27 - 7:00 PM
Discussion Panel
ISU Campus Carver Hall 205
Diversity, Body Image and Eating Disorders: 
We Are All Impacted
F. February 28 - 12:00 PM
Mindful Eating/Brown Bag Lunch Activity
ISU Campus Human Nutrition and Sciences Building 
Room 2021
T. February 25 - 7:00 PM
Film on ISU Campus
ISU Campus Carver 205
Q & A Panel Discussion to follow
W. February 26 - 2:00 - 4:00 PM
Love Your Body Party
ISU State Gym
Take time out for yourself to honor you and your body
Sat. February 22 - 8:30 am - 3 pm
Awareness Day - DMACC Southridge Des Moines
Break Out Seminars, CEU Trainings,
Silent Auction
DR. RALPH CARSON
EDCI HEADLINE 
SPEAKER
ursday, February 20, 2014 ~ 7 pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Dr. Ralph Carson is a clinical nutritionist and exercise physiologist who has been involved in the clinical 
treatment of addictions, obesity, and eating disorders for more than thirty years. He currently manages Oprah Winfrey’s web page on eating disorders 
and is the consultant for Pine Grove’s eating disorder program. Dr. Carson is also a nutritional advisor to numerous university athletic departments, 
including the University of Tennessee National Basketball Champion Lady Volunteers. With a Bachelor of Health Science degree from Duke University 
Medical School and a PhD in nutrition from Auburn University, he oers a unique understanding of health, wellness, exercise, and nutrition and how 
they all aect brain health. 
Sponsored by: Body Image and Eating Disorder Awareness, Pine Grove Behavioral Health & Addiction 
Services, Student Counseling Services, and Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
Using Neuroscience 
and Nutrition as a 
Metaphor for Recovery
Ralph Carson
Brain
Fix
Eating Disorder Awareness Week
edciowa.org
Dr. Rod Rebarcak
Dr. Matt Cross
Dr. Ben Winecoff
Dr. Brady Rebarcak
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SUN
Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Weather
Sunny and windy.
Mostly sunny.
Mostly sunny.
Calendar
Friday
PSI: A New Model for Suc-
cess
When
1 to 2:30 p.m.
What
Director Patrick 
Schnable will share a 
new research focus and 
funding model for the 
Plant Sciences Institute 
and describe a new Fac-
ulty Fellows program. 
Where
Gallery Room, Memorial 
Union
Social Justice Summit
When
6 to 9 p.m.
What
Vijay Pendakur, director 
of the Office of Multicul-
tural Student Success, 
DePaul University, will 
take a look at, the identi-
ties we carry and how 
social systems of power, 
privilege and oppression 
impact our lived experi-
ences in contemporary 
American society.
Where
Hach Hall lobby
Planetarium Show: Back-
yard Astronomy
When
6:15 p.m.
What
The first show, starting 
at 6:30 p.m. will be 20 
minutes and for kids. 
Shows at 7 and 7:30 p.m. 
are suitable for all ages. 
Tickets will be available 
at the door starting 
at 6:15 p.m. Seating is 
limited.. 
Where
ISU Planetarium, Physics 
Hall
Cyclone Cinema: Gravity
When
7 to 8:59 p.m.
What
The Student Union 
Board offers a free 
showing of the movie 
“Gravity.”  
Where
Carver 101
Dance Social 
When
7:30 to 9:45 p.m.
What
ISU Ballroom Dance Club 
hosts a free dance social. 
Where
196 Forker Hall
Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
Melting snow creates large pools of standing water in lowland areas near Jack Trice Stadium on Feb. 19. The area went 
under several feet of water during the 2010 floods.
With the fluctuating winter 
weather patterns that Iowa has 
had, flooding risks are not predict-
ed to be of high concern.
“Things are going to kind of 
work against each other to reduce 
the amount of flooding,” said 
Kristie Franz, associate profes-
sor of geological and atmospheric 
sciences.
One factor that will lead to an 
increase in flooding risk for this 
spring is the frost depth. 
According to Franz, frost depth 
is the amount of soil that is cur-
rently frozen; the greater the frost 
depth, the harder it is for water to 
go permeate into the ground.
“Frost depth in Des Moines is 
around 30 inches, which is deep-
er than we have ever had in re-
cent history,” said Jeff Zogg of the 
National Weather Service in Des 
Moines. With the frost so deep, the 
concern is that too much water will 
run off into Iowa streams and thus 
increase risk of flooding.
Conversely, a factor that will 
decrease flooding potential is the 
drought that central Iowa has expe-
rienced this fall and winter. While 
Feb. 20’s severe winter storm and 
other recent snowfalls have in-
creased the snow cover, Zogg said 
that the water content in central 
Iowa is below average.
“Another thing to consider 
looking forward is that recently we 
have had a tendency to have a wet 
spring. Springs seem to be wetter 
than average which would increase 
the risk of flooding,” Zogg said.
With the unpredictability of 
heavy precipitation, Ames has 
prepared for the worst. Franz said 
Ames recently gathered a group of 
engineers and other scientists last 
year to build reservoirs for runoff 
and divert rivers to areas with less 
flood risk as part of the Ames Flood 
Mitigation Study.
Franz said Ames also is experi-
menting with various tactics such 
as preserving land for conservation 
that should hopefully help reduce 
runoff and restricting construction 
in “low-zone” development areas.
Since Ames citizens don’t know 
what to expect for flooding with 
weather being so unpredictable, 
Zogg said that the best case sce-
nario is for the water to be released 
into the rivers little by little. 
He said that the way to this 
is to “not have a lot of precipita-
tion for the snowpack and melt it 
gradually.”
Worst case scenario, accord-
ing to Franz, is that the snow from 
the winter storm accumulates and 
then is melted away all at once by 
some heavy warm rain. 
The danger is if the snow on 
the ground melts at the same time 
as the ice on the streams, it will 
cause an overflow.
While flooding will remain un-
predictable, Zogg said, “we encour-
age people to look at the spring 
flooding outlook as more of a situ-
ational awareness and then stay 
tuned later for the seven day fore-
casts that the National Weather 
Service provides.”
By Kyle.Schlichting
@iowastatedaily.com
Flooding may impact Ames
Sun and snow work 
together to prevent 
rising water levels  ■ Snow Cover
 ■ Soil Moisture
 ■ Frost Depth
 ■ Stream Levels
 ■ Widespread Heavy Rainfall During 
Snowmelt Period
 ■ Rapid Snowmelt
Reasons that affect 
chance of flooding
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The Bergstrom 
Football Complex received 
a Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design 
silver certification from 
the U.S. Green Building 
Council.
Bergstrom is the sev-
enth ISU building to re-
ceive a LEED certification.
“It’s a way for us to 
document the sustain-
ability measures that we 
use when we design and 
build buildings,” said 
Kerry Dixon, coordinator 
of sustainable design and 
construction.
Some of the major fac-
tors that contributed to the 
Bergstrom project’s LEED 
certification included re-
cycling construction waste 
and keeping material pur-
chases local.
Approximately 98 per-
cent of the waste left over 
by the construction of the 
building was recycled, and 
12 percent of the materials 
used during construction 
were extracted and man-
ufactured within a 500-
mile radius of Iowa State’s 
campus.
The construction also 
reduced the building’s 
water consumption by 53 
percent compared to a 
building designed to state 
code, and it has at least 
three CyRide routes near 
the building that are fre-
quently running every day.
The building does 
operate energy-efficiently 
and at a lower cost than 
most buildings on cam-
pus, and anyone who 
walks into the building 
would feel as comfortable 
as if they were walking into 
any other building.
Merry Rankin, ISU 
director of sustainability, 
said that the Bergstrom 
building is sustainable 
in the functions that it is 
meant to achieve and in its 
operations. She also said 
that the building not only 
looks interesting, but the 
building operates effec-
tively and efficiently.
“We use certain con-
trols within the light-
ing that helps reduce the 
amount of power that’s 
used to operate the build-
ing,” Dixon said. “We’ve 
reduced water consump-
tion by 53 percent without 
causing a sense of uncom-
fortableness. The show-
ers don’t feel like there are 
dribbly amounts of water 
going out. There’s ade-
quate shower pressure and 
water pressure.”
Any building that 
earns a LEED certification 
can receive a basic, silver 
certification, gold or plati-
num certification.
Iowa State current-
ly has six other LEED-
certified buildings.
They include: Morrill 
Hall, silver; King Pavilion 
at the College of Design, 
platinum; Hach Hall, 
gold; the Biorenewables 
Research Laboratory, gold; 
State Gym, platinum; and 
the Small Animal Hospital 
at the Lloyd Veterinary 
Medicine Center, gold.
The Iowa Board of 
Regent’s sustainabil-
ity plan states that all new 
buildings at Iowa’s three 
regent schools should 
strive to receive a LEED sil-
ver certification.
Iowa State, though, 
tries to have all its build-
ings achieve a LEED gold 
certification.
Other than the posi-
tive impact that the 
Bergstrom building will 
have on the environment, 
Iowa State’s new build-
ings are built to last for 
decades. As most common 
buildings are built to last 
a maximum of 20 years, 
Iowa State strives to make 
their buildings last 50-100 
years.
“We’re designing 
buildings that need to last,” 
Dixon said. “A sustainable 
building is one you don’t 
have to tear down and can 
reuse as much as you can.”
The Bergstrom 
Football Complex opened 
in November 2012 and was 
approved for a budget of 
$20.6 million.
“Iowa State really de-
serves a lot of credit in 
being very visionary and 
very proactive in looking 
at how we build our build-
ings, how we design our 
buildings and construct-
ing them in a manner that 
is very efficient,” Rankin 
said.
The Ames Public 
Library had to close its 
doors temporarily on 
Thursday and Friday due 
to a disconcerting spread 
of norovirus among the 
library employees. The 
number of sick employees 
totaling more than 30 as of 
Wednesday afternoon.
In a press release is-
sued by the city of Ames, 
Terri Olinger, a Homeward 
Public Health Nurse for 
the Story County Public 
Health office stated that 
norovirus is a common 
winter illness.
“Norovirus is the most 
common cause of gastro-
intestinal illness nationally 
and in Iowa. Norovirus ac-
tivity is traditionally higher 
in the colder months be-
cause peoples are indoors 
more and in closer con-
tact,” Olinger said.
Norovirus is not a con-
cern for otherwise healthy 
individuals, but the virus 
spreads very quickly and 
incidents such as this one 
are further evidence of 
the importance of practic-
ing winter health habits. 
Public Relations Officer 
Susan Gwiasda gave more 
specifics about the library
“The first instance of 
an employee calling in sick 
with the symptoms of nor-
ovirus occurred on Tuesday 
and by Wednesday, 29 were 
reported as having called 
in sick,” Gwiasda said.
When asked about 
the concern of the illness 
spreading to library pa-
trons or remaining in con-
tact with the library staff, 
Gwiasda explained the 
library’s employee health 
policy and gave tips for pa-
trons to avoid contracting 
any winter illnesses. The 
press release stated that 
there is no reason to be-
lieve that the Library mate-
rials pose a risk to patrons.
“We ask that our em-
ployees not come into 
work when they are sick. 
Not only for concerns 
of their personal health, 
but the health of their co-
workers as well. For our 
patrons, we would seek to 
remind them that, as with 
any public place where the 
health of those around you 
is unknown, it is important 
to keep up winter health 
practices,” Gwiasda said.
There were no con-
cerns expressed about the 
virus spreading outside of 
the library to surrounding 
businesses.
According to the 
Center for Disease Control, 
norovirus can be a serious 
illness for young children, 
the elderly and people 
with additional health 
concerns. Symptoms of 
norovirus include nausea, 
vomiting, diarrhea and a 
low grade fever. The illness 
typically runs its course in 
two days, but can be con-
tagious for two days after 
symptoms are no longer 
present. Norovirus is not 
related to the flu.
If a person is experi-
encing these symptoms, 
they should stay home 
from work or school and 
be sure to drink plenty of 
fluids, as dehydration is 
the most common com-
plication associated with 
norovirus.
Although the library 
will remain closed, re-
turns will still be possible 
through the library’s drop 
box. The library has made 
plans to reopen on Friday.
Colleges are seeing more and more 
students being troubled by the transi-
tion from high school to college level 
math courses. The Math Club for Future 
Teachers was designed to help improve 
the skills in aspiring mathematics teach-
ers, which will overall contribute to im-
proving the science, technology, engi-
neering and math (STEM) education 
system as a whole.
“Increasingly, colleges, universi-
ties and community colleges have had 
a problem with students being able to 
excel in the college math coursework,” 
said Dr. Heather Bolles, senior lecturer 
of mathematics.
The upcoming generations are be-
ing encouraged more and more to pur-
sue careers in the STEM fields of study 
and work, putting a larger emphasis on 
success in math in the classroom.
According to the STEM Education 
Coalition, 45% of high school seniors 
are ready for college level math courses, 
and only 30% are ready for college level 
science courses.
The Math Club for Future Teachers 
tries to meet at least once a month. 
Typical meetings consist of anywhere 
from 8 to 22 students engaging in group 
learning activities and brainstorming 
with a variety of guest speakers, time 
for socializing with other students and 
there’s always free food. Students hop-
ing to pursue mathematical education 
are encouraged to join.
Mitchell Huss, sophomore in ar-
chitecture, did well in math classes 
throughout high school but found 
the college math courses much more 
difficult.
“In high school, the classroom set-
ting was more personal, but in college it 
was harder to get help if I was struggling 
with something,” said Huss.
Bolles said this issue is the reason 
why Iowa State has put some things 
in place to help students succeed, 
such as the Center for Excellence in 
Undergraduate Mathematics Education 
and the Assessment and Learning in 
Knowledge Spaces (ALEKS) Placement 
Exams.
Bolles said that the solution to this 
problem lies within many different lev-
els, not just one. “It’s a big conversation 
and it’s not going to go away easily be-
cause this is something that involves a 
national discussion.”
The Math Club for Future Teachers 
was started a year ago because assistant 
professors in mathematics, Xuan Hien 
Nguyen and Steve Butler saw the need 
to create an organization for mathemat-
ics students with an interest in educa-
tion to network and better prepare them 
for when they begin teaching. Nguyen, 
Butler and Bolles have been working to-
gether to constantly improve the club.
The Math Club for Future Teachers 
aspires to strengthen the teaching skills 
in upcoming math teachers so their stu-
dents will be better prepared for college 
and the mathematics that are needed in 
the work force, especially in STEM fo-
cused careers.
The club works to achieve this by 
brainstorming and introducing new 
teaching techniques and creating op-
portunities for other students who share 
the same interests to network and share 
their ideas.
Sophomore in mathematics, Brady 
Reiling has been a member of the club 
for a semester now. Reiling wants to 
teach high school math and has found 
this club very beneficial.
“The people that come in offer a lot 
of field experience and advice on what 
to expect,” Reiling said.
An ISU student who 
said he was the victim of 
the “knockout game” last 
Saturday night said he 
wants others to learn from 
his experience.
Tony Behnke, sopho-
more in agriculture and life 
sciences education, said 
he was walking on Stanton 
Avenue at 4 a.m. Sunday 
when he was punched in 
the head.
Behnke said he was 
walking home when a 
black, Buick, four-door car 
drove slowly past him.
“No one else was 
around me. I figured it was 
just kind of an awkward 
coincidence. ‘I thought I’m 
just freaking myself out’,” 
Behnke said. “When I no-
ticed that the car was driv-
ing slowly on the road to 
my left, I heard footsteps 
behind me. I figured it was 
probably just someone out 
that had been drinking.”
Behnke said that he 
continued walking and 
even sped up, but the sus-
pect — whom Behnke 
described as a 6-foot-tall 
African American male 
with dreadlocks — contin-
ued to closely follow him.
“I turned and looked 
at him to just kind of make 
eye contact. He stayed be-
hind me pretty close but 
he never jogged in front of 
me. At one point in time 
I even stopped to let him 
pass and get in front of me, 
but he just stood there,” 
Behnke said.
Behnke said he was 
on the sidewalk outside of 
Es Tas Bar and Grill when 
the man punched him on 
the left side of his head 
near his temple, knocking 
Behnke to the ground.
“Right after he 
punched me I was able to 
pick myself back up and 
watch him get back in 
the car. At the time I had 
adrenaline pumping so 
it didn’t hurt as bad as I 
thought it would,” Behnke 
said. “He definitely hit me 
a lot harder than I thought 
he did.”
Behnke said the next 
day at work he had a se-
vere headache and told his 
boss what had happened 
to him the night before. 
Behnke’s boss drove him 
to the police station to file 
a report and then to the 
emergency room where 
Behnke was diagnosed 
with a concussion.
“I was in the ER and 
my nurse came in, and she 
had a puzzled face and she 
asked ‘what exactly hap-
pened to you again? You’re 
not the only person here 
today that had the same 
thing happen,’” Behnke 
said.
After compring sto-
ries Behnke said the man 
who attacked him was in 
the passenger seat of the 
Buick while the other sus-
pect was sitting in the back 
passenger side according 
to the other victim.
“He had gotten 
punched ten minutes 
before I had gotten hit,” 
Behnke said. “The guy that 
hit him got out of the back 
seat came up and upper 
cut him.
“They didn’t follow 
him at all; he had a pretty 
nice gash on his jaw.”
Geoff Huff, investiga-
tions commander for the 
Ames Police Department, 
said they received two re-
ports of similar incidents 
over the weekend. Huff 
said both Behnke’s report 
and the other victim re-
ported suspects getting out 
of a black, four-door Buick. 
The suspects were both 
African American males 
who did not appear to be 
driving the car.
Huff said anyone who 
may have information 
about the suspects or in-
cident should contact the 
Ames Police.
“Occasionally we get 
someone driving up, words 
are exchanged and they get 
in a fight. This is very simi-
lar to what you hear about 
the ‘knockout game’ where 
you randomly walk up to 
somebody who’s not ex-
pecting it and smack them 
in the head,” Huff said.
Both Behnke and the 
other victim said they feel 
as if they were victims of 
the “knockout game.”
“They didn’t steal any-
thing. They didn’t try to 
take anything. They didn’t 
do anything other than 
laugh and get in the car 
and drive off,” Behnke said.
Behnke said he wants 
other students to learn 
from this incident that they 
should take steps to protect 
themselves. Behnke said he 
urges other students to use 
the Help Van, a service pro-
vided by the Department 
of Public Safety to provide 
free assistance.
“What I’m going to 
take away from this is to 
not be out any later than 2 
a.m. walking home alone. 
At 2 a.m., the bars close,” 
Behnke said. “After that, I 
don’t believe the cops stay 
over there that late.”
“The kind of things 
you hear on the news are 
real, and it’s scary,” Behnke 
said about the “knockout 
game.”
By Justin.Lo
@iowastatedaily.com
By Stephen.Snyder
@iowastatedaily.com
By Jaden.Urbi
@iowastatedaily.com
By Maykayla.Tendall
@iowastatedaily.com
“In high school, the 
classroom setting was 
more personal, but in 
college it was harder to 
get help if I was strug-
gling with something,”
Sophomore Mitchell Huss
Club for future teachers 
collaborates to improve 
math education strategies
‘Knockout game’ victim 
speaks out about attack
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
The Bergstrom Football Complex is the seventh ISU building to receive a Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design silver certification from the U.S. Green Building Council.
Bergstrom Complex issued LEED silver certificate
Ames Public Library closes due to norovirus
Dominic Spizzirri/Iowa State Daily
A sign on the entrance of the Ames Public Library states it will be closed Feb. 19-20 due to more 
than 30 employees being sick. The library is being cleaned before it reopens. 
Public areas 
to be cleaned 
before building 
reopens 
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When standing at the bus stop outside of the 
MWL only three short 
years ago, catching a 
bus would be the least 
of my worries. There 
is always a bus com-
ing nearly every three 
minutes on the Orange 
free circulator bus, and 
no matter the time of 
day there would still be 
room for me to get on. 
This seems to no longer 
be the case.
Buses are fuller 
than they have ever 
been, but that is not 
stopping bus drivers 
from letting students 
on. During the busy 
hours of the day buses 
have been so full that 
many of them (Orange 
route especially) have 
had to become drop off 
only on the later stops 
such as Carver and the 
Memorial Union.
Orange and 
Cardinal circulator 
routes are not the only 
ones that have been 
struggling to keep 
up with the flood of 
students trying to get 
onto the bus. Routes 
that come to each stop 
less frequently are hav-
ing the same trouble. If 
you are trying to catch 
a bus on one of the less 
frequent routes such as 
brown south, green or 
purple if you miss those 
buses because they are 
too full, it is going to 
be a while before you 
can catch another one. 
Students who are de-
pending on buses that 
are unable to pick them 
up are going to have to 
miss class or get home 
late. This is causing bus 
drivers to allow more 
people on the buses 
than allowed.
Buses that are let-
ting students on seem 
to be letting on more 
students than can fit 
comfortably. There are 
not supposed to be 
students standing on in 
front of the yellow line 
on the bus, as part of 
the safety precautions. 
However, many of the 
buses I have gotten on 
there have been stu-
dents standing on the 
stairs. Accommodations 
should be made.
We have more 
buses running now than 
we have ever in the past, 
but with students in 
record attendance, there 
is still a need for even 
more buses. The busier 
campus routes should 
have two busses (one 
following the other) 
running the same route. 
This way if one bus is 
drop off only, the other 
bus will be able to pick 
students up.
Waiting for a bus 
that can pick you up 
is a major part of the 
struggle. Most people 
are trying to take the 
bus because it can get 
them to their classes 
faster than they would 
be able to get to them 
by walking. Now that 
students are waiting for 
multiple buses to pass 
by before they can get 
on, it would be faster to 
walk to class.
The same situation 
goes for how early the 
buses stop running on 
the regular route. Yes, 
we understand that it 
is expensive to run the 
buses, but if there is still 
a large demand for stu-
dents to catch a bus at 
6:00p.m. then the buses 
should still be running 
regularly at that time to 
be able to pick students 
up. 
Early morning 
classes are experienc-
ing the same problems. 
Now that there are more 
students on campus, 
there is a larger demand 
for more Cyride buses 
for those early classes.
On the other hand, 
Cyride does a lot for 
us. They get us to class 
on time, they bring 
us home after a crazy 
weekend a little too far 
from home and they 
help us avoid spending 
too much time out in 
the elements. 
Cyride is doing 
everything they can to 
be able to keep up with 
the overload of students 
joining the Iowa State 
campus every year. 
However, the more 
students that come onto 
campus, the more buses 
we are going to need. It 
is time to start planning 
ahead for the years to 
come so that we can 
continue to get students 
from place to place as 
safely as possible.
In no form am I 
trying to say that we 
do not appreciate the 
Cyride and the fact that 
they can quickly get us 
from class to class when 
it is raining and snow-
ing. The Cyride drivers 
do everything they can 
to not have to leave any 
students behind at the 
stops. Unfortunately, 
there is just not enough 
room for all of those 
students on the buses. 
Safety first.
By Katie.Titus
@iowastatedaily.com
CyRide overpacks bus
America: home of the free, land of the brave and sanctuary of an “out-of-control regulatory state.” Now which 
one of these doesn’t quite sound right? If 
you ask many American citizens, such as 
Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas), they might say 
all three apply equally. Cruz, who recently 
diversified his personal platform to expand 
his energy policy, laments what he sees as 
a federal bureaucracy out of touch with the 
needs and desires of the American people.
The policies Cruz proposes mainly 
revolve around cutting red tape for do-
mestic energy, such as his desire to see 
an end to federal regulation of fracking, a 
relatively new and controversial method of 
extracting fossil fuels. Cruz also insists that 
liquified natural gas (LNG) is being unfairly 
regulated, claiming, “The bureaucratic 
paperwork to export LNG has been mind-
numbingly slow.”
Federal regulations aimed at protect-
ing our environment and checking up on 
energy producers are commonly defended 
with reference to global climate change 
and its connection to fossil fuels. There is 
another, albeit related, reason to encour-
age the protection of the natural world, 
however.
Biodiversity, or the variety of organ-
isms living in their natural environment, 
is just as important a reason to proceed 
with caution when we impact our world. Of 
course, biodiversity is affected by climate 
change, but other man-made factors have 
negative impacts that should be regulated 
as well.
For example, here in Iowa, a brief 
report on fish species of greatest conserva-
tion need in our rivers, accessible through 
the Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
website, claims that “rivers and streams in 
particular, support the majority of [North 
American freshwater fish] biodiversity. 
Unfortunately, most large rivers are highly 
fragmented by dams, and are notably 
prone to habitat degradation and upstream 
pollution.”
Like Iowa’s ecosystems, bionetworks 
around the world are in need of protection 
to preserve their flora and fauna. While 
charismatic animals like the bald eagle or 
polar bear may attract considerable sup-
port for their conservation, a great many 
less-than-appealing species are just as im-
portant, if not more so. This is because, in 
addition to the aesthetic appeal of wildlife, 
biodiversity grants many other benefits.
First and foremost, protecting biodi-
versity means that there will be a greater 
amount of genetic variability on Earth. 
While all living beings share the same 
genetic code, specific genes can often be 
found only in a small number of species. 
In today’s world, where genetic engineer-
ing is growing at an extraordinary rate, the 
genetic products of so-far unutilized plants 
and animals are becoming economically 
valuable.
Many students who have taken 
introductory biology courses have prob-
ably heard of experiments where different 
animals were made to glow in the dark by 
the addition of a certain fluorescent jelly-
fish protein. Far beyond making wacky fish 
and mice, the green fluorescent protein of 
the crystal jelly, also known by its scien-
tific name of Aequorea victoria, has been 
instrumental in helping researchers to 
understand brain function and the spread 
of some cancer cells. Many of our modern 
synthetic medications are also imitations 
of naturally occurring plant products, such 
as aspirin, which is identical to a com-
pound found in the bark of willow trees. As 
a natural medicine, willow bark has been 
used for the same purpose for centuries.
While these are only a few examples, 
the vast majority of genetic information 
in the world has yet to be decoded or even 
discovered. It is incredibly irresponsible for 
us to drive potentially beneficial endan-
gered animals and plants to extinction, 
simply because they have no known value.
In addition to their potential for hu-
man value, the vast array of organisms 
on Earth perform vital functions for their 
native ecosystems. The various scientific 
fields dedicated to studying the organic 
and inorganic relationships of the world’s 
biomes have only scratched the surface 
of our potential understanding. All of the 
important ecological niches filled by the 
various species on Earth is a question that 
has only begun to be answered.
On top of all of these potential servic-
es, it is important for us as humans to ask 
ourselves whether or not we really have the 
right to cause the extinction of other spe-
cies. Extinction is a natural occurrence, and 
certain periods have been identified where 
there were massive amounts of species all 
leaving existence. Despite this, there has 
never before been a time when humans 
were the cause of so many extinctions.
Regulations designed to protect the 
environment and our fellow organisms 
may upset those such as Sen. Cruz, but 
there are important reasons for us to 
preserve our natural world. To shrug these 
off as unimportant is not only denying us 
of potentially beneficial discoveries, but 
will leave permanent losses to the world’s 
inherent biodiversity.
By Phil.Brown
@iowastatedaily.com
Nature preservation needs attention
Earlier this week, Secretary 
of State John Kerry likened global 
climate change to a weapon of mass 
destruction. Specifically, Kerry said it 
was “perhaps the world’s most fear-
some weapon of mass destruction.” 
While Kerry is right to categorize cli-
mate change as an issue of supreme 
importance, he should have known 
better than to use buzz words that 
will only land him in hot water.
The kettle has already started 
boiling, with former Speaker of the 
House Newt Gingrich, now a com-
mentator for CNN, calling for Kerry’s 
resignation, taking to twitter to add 
“A delusional secretary of state is 
dangerous to our safety.” Gingrich 
let his thoughts on the issue be very 
well known, claiming “I think it’s very 
troubling that our secretary of state 
… believes that climate change is a 
greater danger than a nuclear war.”
Others have blasted Kerry for 
the way he spoke about climate 
change as well. Senator John McCain 
(R-Arizona) spoke up, saying “So 
[Kerry] has to go over to Asia and talk 
about climate change? And saying it’s 
the most important issue? Hello? On 
what planet does he reside?” McCain 
also touched on a number of issues 
he felt would be a more appropriate 
use of the secretary’s time, includ-
ing the Syrian conflict and US-Iran 
nuclear disarmament talks.
While McCain and Gingrich have 
both publicly accepted the fact that 
climate change is both real and an 
important global issue, they have not 
backed away from their claims that 
Kerry was out of line in comparing it 
to more visceral dangers.
Even to those of us who ac-
cept the scientific consensus on 
human-induced climate change, 
Kerry’s remarks could be considered 
over the top. Speaking to a crowd 
in Indonesia, Kerry was making a 
stark point to the low-lying nation of 
islands. Being especially endangered 
by severe ocean storms and sea level 
rise, Indonesia has one of the greatest 
stakes in curbing carbon emissions.
Kerry called on those listen-
ing in Indonesia to demand better 
from their leaders, and accepted the 
fact that the United States, one of 
the biggest carbon polluters on the 
planet, needs to do more as well. Just 
before his now-controversial speech, 
the Secretary of State released a 
joint statement from Beijing with 
the Chinese government, in which 
it was promised that the two na-
tions would work together to actively 
combat their contributions to climate 
change.
In addition to these statements 
by Kerry, President Obama has also 
been hitting the message of climate 
change hard as of late. Announcing 
the proposal of a one billion dollar 
“climate resilience fund,” Obama has 
upped his rhetoric on this issue. The 
taxpayer-sponsored fund would still 
require the approval of Congress, an 
extremely doubtful prospect at best. 
Obama has, however, also proposed 
new emission standards for a number 
of sources, including coal-powered 
energy plants and heavier vehicles, 
which would largely be the result of 
purely executive actions, meaning 
they could go into effect whether or 
not Congress would approve.
The renewed focus on climate 
change is a promising sign from 
the executive office, but comparing 
relatively distant and vague global 
changes to immediate dangers is not 
the way to go. Kerry’s comments re-
garding climate change as a weapon 
of mass destruction were only ever 
going to distract from the issue. 
Given its grave importance, someone 
in his position should have known 
better.
Kerry brings 
bad light 
to climate 
change issue
Illustration: Chris Sible/Iowa State Daily
As young children, most of us were thrilled to not have to wear uniforms to school. With the exception of 
schools that do regulate uniforms, many 
schools choose to keep costs down and 
the individuality of their students up. Yet 
people found another way to stifle the 
unique statement that comes with having 
a personal style: trends.
Whether born from popularity or 
the minds of successful designers, fash-
ion trends have normally been seen as a 
symbol of status. If a person is “up on all 
the latest fashion trends,” we assume they 
are popular, of a higher social status or per-
haps even wealthy. While people who par-
ticipate in all the trends might be attempt-
ing to project this persona as themselves, 
what following trends really demonstrates 
is a need to fit in and an unwillingness to 
stand out.
Clothes naturally reflect the personal-
ity of those who wear them, whether inten-
tionally or not. In a society which seems to 
favor fashion conformity over individuality, 
there is a call for personal style. While you 
could argue that wearing trendy clothes 
is a personal style, the thousands of other 
people wearing the exact same thing beg 
to differ.
Wearing the same outfit as someone 
else communicates one thing: I’m no 
different from them. This is, of course, a 
complete lie. No two people are exactly 
alike, especially in regards to personality. 
There’s no reason for all of us to be wearing 
the same thing.
Many arguments could be made that 
participating in trends does say something 
about you: Maybe you are popular, of a 
higher social status; maybe you’re the type 
of person who just picks out whatever’s 
on the rack; maybe you truly do think the 
trends express your personality. Trends are 
a wonderful resource to you, if that’s the 
case. But it’s hard to believe that’s the case 
for everyone.
Trends are not bad, and can be used 
to express individuality if used sparingly 
and in the right way. But people should not 
be thought of as lesser for not liking trends 
either. The clothes you wear are a reflec-
tion of who you are, and trends should 
not be used to hide that special thing that 
makes you you. It’s okay to stand out from 
the crowd. Individuality is trending.
By Kelsey.Cummings
@iowastatedaily.com
Fashion trends should help to express individuality, not squander it
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The Olympic Games are again nearing the end, hav-ing brought together the 
best athletic competitors from 
around the world to compete 
against one another and make 
the rest of the world feel inad-
equate. As people everywhere 
avidly watch these athletes 
perform extraordinary feats that 
have never before been achieved, 
there is a common feeling being 
shared among fans of disap-
pointment regarding their own 
lives and their failure to become 
such amazing competitors 
themselves.
Obviously, most people who 
are only spectators should feel 
ashamed, because they will never 
be as skilled as the athletes they 
admire. The harsh reality is that 
the Olympics are meant to show 
the majority of its viewers how 
they once had the same potential 
for greatness but have since trag-
ically wasted it. In the same way 
we experience remorse at the 
loss of someone we love, most of 
us deserve to feel remorse for the 
loss of meaning in our own lives.
When watching the 
Olympics, some of us may gain 
a sense of hope that we could be 
the ones competing someday. 
But feeling such hope is wrong. 
How can one be so sure that 
the time has passed to be an 
Olympic-level athlete? Because 
we are old. A standard mea-
sure of expertise is spending 
ten or more years actively and 
regularly engaged in an activity. 
This means if a person were to 
start trying to become good at 
something at the age of twenty, 
the Olympics should theoreti-
cally be within their reach when 
they are about thirty. However, 
research suggests that the peak 
of performance happens prior 
to turning thirty, which is why 
many athletes in the Olympics 
are much younger.
Indeed, becoming an expert 
must start at a young age. Our 
parents may be to blame for 
most of our lifelong failures, but 
much of the blame in this area 
lies with ourselves. It is unfortu-
nate that many of us did not have 
the dedication as children to 
focus on a specific skill intently 
enough to sacrifice almost all 
other recreational activities. 
Instead, we squandered the time 
given to us on many different 
endeavors rather than discard-
ing the trivial joys of childhood 
to concentrate on something 
we might someday excel in at a 
competitive level.
Sadly, many of us continue 
to do the same throughout our 
entire lives. Clearly, almost every 
task we do everyday is worthless, 
especially if such tasks are too 
diverse. We cannot be experts in 
multiple things, so being any-
thing less than fully devoted to 
one thing is essentially the same 
as failing at everything. Many 
of us foolishly think that we do 
things just for fun, but having fun 
only truly begins when we reach 
the point of obsession. Go big or 
go home.
Participating in something 
to the point that it is merely a 
hobby is not enough. Friendly 
competition should not ex-
ist. The only point of putting 
people or teams against each 
other is to see who is better and 
to award the winner. An article 
printed here in the Iowa State 
Daily itself explains that fact well, 
even though that piece is wrong 
in how it condemns all college 
sports. We should spend most of 
our free time focused on how to 
do better the next time we face 
anyone else who is also attempt-
ing to become more skilled in the 
one thing that brings value to our 
own lives.
Though it is apparent that 
most of us have failed to become 
someone significant, this fact 
should not discourage all college 
students here at Iowa State to 
forget trying to become interna-
tional competitors. In fact, many 
students here would be much 
more useful to society in such 
a role rather than continuing to 
struggle attempting to become 
mediocre students.
As for the rest of us, we 
can only watch the Olympics in 
disbelief and regret. Remember, 
a person is only successful if they 
become known for being the best 
at something. Unfortunately, it 
seems as if we will never deserve 
to experience genuine success. 
We must accept that our lives will 
never be anything worth watch-
ing live on network television 
and do the best we can with 
the scraps of our humanity that 
remain.
At this point, the best we can 
hope for is to try and become a 
valuable asset to the organiza-
tions that will find us useful after 
graduation. From there, we can 
work our way into earning a 
modest living and hopefully find-
ing someone kind enough to en-
dure our lameness long enough 
to start a family. Then, God 
willing, they can help us raise a 
new human being the right way: 
by pushing them into a lifelong 
commitment so early that they 
are not able to ever experience all 
the other things that the rest of 
us wasted time doing.
Olympics reveal inadequacies of average people
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
Once again, the Olympic Games have started, bringing together the best athletic competitors from around the 
world to compete against one another and make the rest of the world’s citizens feel inadequate, argues Maxwell.
By Alexander.Maxwell
@iowastatedaily.com
Last week, former presiden-tial candidate Mitt Romney criticized Russia’s excess 
spending on the Sochi 2014 
Winter Olympics. He believes 
the money is being used “so that 
politicians can be puffed up and 
can be shown around the world,” 
according to his statement 
Sunday in NBC’s Meet the Press. 
However, allegations are com-
ing out that claim Romney, who 
helped to host the 2002 Winter 
Olympics in Salt Lake City, used 
funds for his own political gain 
as well. Whether or not Romney’s 
hypocrisy is revealed to be true, 
he makes a valid argument.
In a Feb. 11 op-ed for USA 
Today, Romney argues that the 
reported $50 billion spent on 
the Sochi Olympics far exceeded 
the reasonable budget needed 
to host such an event. As the 
CEO of the Salt Lake Olympics, 
Romney was able to turn out 
the event for less than $3 billion 
— substantially less than the 
budget spent on Sochi this year 
and Beijing in 2008.
Romney argues that such an 
important global event like the 
Olympics is worth spending on; 
however, the excess $47 billion 
spent could have gone back to 
the country, funding efforts to 
fight more pressing issues like 
poverty and disease. He calls 
on the International Olympic 
Committee to place a limit on 
the amount that can be spent 
at each event, which will leave 
more government funding for 
those individual countries and 
will also help to include coun-
tries who may want to host the 
Olympics but lack a substantial 
budget.
In the last few days though, 
critics have blasted Romney for 
using the 2002 Olympics to help 
jump-start his own platform, 
“not [hesitating] to exploit the 
exposure and recognition he 
got from being parachuted in as 
chief executive and president of 
Salt Lake City’s organising com-
mittee,” states a reporter from 
The Guardian.
The criticisms seem to focus 
on one issue: Romney’s use of 
memorabilia pins designed to in-
clude his image. One former co-
committee member went even 
further, discrediting Romney as 
a man who was good at “putting 
himself on a pedestal.” No mat-
ter what was Romney’s intended 
use for these pins, what his 
critics seem to overlook is one of 
the main proponents of his argu-
ment: he didn’t spend that much 
money.
Even if Romney’s intentions 
in approving these pins were 
less than honorable — using 
the global event as a means to 
promote himself and his po-
litical prowess — the fact is that 
Romney still only spent a min-
iscule fraction of what the most 
recent Olympic committees have 
spent. It’s possible that Romney 
has learned from his wrongdo-
ings and has now come forth to 
help prevent future politicians 
from doing the same.
By focusing on Romney’s 
hypocrisy, we’re avoiding the 
reason for his article and the 
real issue at hand here: too 
much money is being wasted on 
frivolous purchases. And while 
arguments can be made that 
this year’s Olympics required 
that budget simply to pay for 
the building necessary to turn 
the small city of Sochi into a 
venue capable of hosting such 
a massive event, the thriving 
metropolis of Beijing was plenty 
able to support 2008’s Olympic 
Games, and yet still managed to 
cost nearly the same amount as 
Sochi. 
In his article, Romney 
doesn’t argue against Russia in 
particular but against the in-
creasing amount of money coun-
tries are spending to host these 
games and flaunt their resources.
Being chosen to host the 
Olympics is a great honor for any 
country and should be cause for 
celebration and pride. However, 
the Olympics was created to 
bring the nations of the world 
together in one universal activity 
in which all competing countries 
have an equal chance. As it’s 
becoming nothing more than 
a contest between politicians 
to see who can put on the best 
show, however, there is a serious 
need to address and implement 
measures to prevent further 
corruption.
Romney was not wrong 
in suggesting a budget cap for 
Olympic spending. If a cheaper 
and equally dazzling event can 
be organized, then it should 
be. Limiting the budget would 
allow less economically power-
ful countries to be eligible for 
hosting, reinforcing the ideal of 
equality made so important by 
the Olympics. 
It would also allow for the 
government’s money to be spent 
on its own people, as it should 
be. The media shouldn’t focus on 
the fact that it was Romney who 
said this; what’s important is that 
someone said it at all.
By Kelsey.Cummings
@iowastatedaily.com
Romney’s critique of Olympic spending makes valid argument
Patriotism is in full swing, and it seems like it is the one event where our country bands together to cheer 
on our best athletes as they compete to 
be the best in the world. Millions tune in 
to watch sports that they never knew they 
had an interest in, such as curling. The 
chant “USA, USA, USA” is quite common 
when an American athlete succeeds.
Over the past few weeks, Sochi has 
received much negative publicity. If you 
go to Google and simply type in Sochi 
Problems, you are bound to be hit with 
thousands upon thousands of sites 
sharing all of the things that are go-
ing “wrong” in Sochi, ranging from the 
ceremonies to the hotel rooms. There 
is even a trending hashtag on Twitter — 
#SochiProblems — and an account — @
SochiProblems — sharing all of these 
problems that our Olympians are having 
to deal with.
These posts are meant to be a harm-
less form of humor poking fun at how 
much Sochi is an embarrassment to 
Russia. But, these posts are not a laughing 
matter. Instead, they are shining nega-
tive light on our country. It turns out that 
these “SochiProbs” are a result of actual 
problems that Russians and those who 
reside in Sochi have to deal with on a 
regular basis.
A prime example is the many com-
ments have been made about Sochi’s 
poor water quality in the Olympians’ ho-
tel room. The water is a nice yellow color 
from the rusty pipes used to bring in the 
water. Yes, that is gross and I wouldn’t 
want to have that kind of water running 
out of my faucet, but this is a common 
problem for them. Those who are able 
drink bottled water, and those who are 
unable to access bottled water boil it and 
hope for the best.
The water supply is due to the poor 
plumbing that the citizens have. Only 85 
percent of Russia’s urban population have 
access to indoor plumbing, but even that 
can still cause leaking pipes spilling sew-
age into the Myztma River, a main fresh 
water supplier. Also, many construction 
sites dump waste into the water supply.
With that being said, there is a reason 
there are rules about plumbing use. Signs 
are posted telling toilet users to throw 
toilet paper in the garbage rather than 
flushing it. To us, this seems strange and 
an inconvenience, but at least there is 
plumbing. It could be much worse. It is 
the same with how there are multiple 
toilets in a bathroom with no stalls sepa-
rating them. Yes, that is awkward, but it 
doesn’t call for snarky remarks about it.
As a result of dealing with the prob-
lems that affect all who live in Sochi, 
there is a huge target for comments 
about the poor quality of the hotels. Now, 
they are not anywhere close to being a 
palace, but they have a bed and the basic 
necessities. Complaining about all the 
little things, like no coat rack, shows how 
America is spoiled. At least there is a hotel 
being provided.
When the 2014 Winter Olympics 
come to an end, our athletes will jour-
ney back to what now seems like the 
luxurious United States. Those of Sochi 
will continue living their lives like what 
we have seen. By constantly poking fun 
at the unfortunate situations, it can 
be interpreted as making fun of these 
countries. This can make it seem like any 
country with problems can be a victim 
of others bullying them about their 
struggles.
If anything, these posts show us how 
fortunate America is. By making jokes 
about the hardships that those people 
have to go through negatively shows how 
we are as a culture. The things that we 
take for granted in America are con-
sidered the finer things in life to those 
countries — like Russia — that don’t have 
those amenities.
We are always warned about what 
impressions we make of ourselves on 
the Internet. The Internet is a worldwide 
thing and we are making a negative im-
pression on our country. Continuing this 
behavior is doing just that.
Yes, maybe the 2014 Winter Olympics 
did not go quite as planned and things 
were a little chaotic, but the Olympics 
are not about all of the lights and fancy 
things. It is about countries coming to-
gether to represent their country by com-
peting to be the best. Let’s end the games 
on a good note and be a role model to 
other countries, showing that we are not 
critical about another country’s hardship.
And let the chants continue, USA, 
USA, USA!
By Jamie.Wandschneider
@iowastatedaily.com
‘SochiProbs’ reflect real issues, aren’t laughing matter
The first time playing against 
the last place team in the Big 12, the 
Cyclone offense came in bunches, 
mainly from Melvin Ejim, overshad-
owing the lack of defense.
In an 84-69 win against Texas 
Christian University on Feb. 8, Ejim 
set a Big 12 record, scoring 48 points 
on 20-of-24 shooting. He dunked six 
times, five coming from alley-oops. 
Ejim’s teammates fed him again and 
again in transition, assisting him on 
17 of his 20 made buckets against the 
Horned Frogs.
“It’s rewarding,” Ejim said after 
the game. “It’s good to see that your 
hard work has paid off. The endless 
hours that you put in the gym in the 
summers working out trying to get 
better every day.”
Head coach Fred Hoiberg re-
called the first game he scouted as a 
member of the Timberwolves front 
office. He watched Kevin Durant 
drop 40 points and grab 20 rebounds 
at Colorado. And even with Durant 
in the middle of an MVP race play-
ing for the Oklahoma City Thunder in 
the NBA, for the time being it will be 
Ejim’s name that will be showcased as 
the record-holder.
“I think this will get a lot of na-
tional attention because it’s a Big 12 
record,” Hoiberg said after the first 
game. “There’s been some pretty spe-
cial players that have gone through 
this league and for a guy like Durant 
and Blake Griffin and all the great 
players that have gone through this 
league, Melvin Ejim’s name is at the 
top for points and that’s unbelievable 
for a guy, like you said, who doesn’t 
get as much credit as he deserves.”
But what Ejim’s record-setting 
performance did was overshadow 
one of Iowa State’s worst defensive 
performances on the season.
TCU sits in last place in the Big 
12 in scoring offense, field goal per-
centage and second-to-last in 3-point 
percentage. Against Iowa State, the 
Horned Frogs scored above their sea-
son average points per game with 69 
and made nine triples at a 39 percent 
clip, which is also above their season 
average.
Hoiberg said after the game they 
needed every bucket Ejim scored be-
cause TCU went toe-to-toe with the 
Cyclones offensively otherwise.
Even in the category of assist to 
made field goals ratio — a number 
Hoiberg likes to note as his favorite 
— they had a similar mark to Iowa 
State’s.
The Cyclones had a season-high 
of 27 assists on 32 made baskets, with 
almost all of Ejim’s 15 layup or dunks 
coming from assisting teammates. 
But TCU rivaled that number with 18 
assists on 21 made baskets.
Since coming to Ames, TCU has 
had three straight double-digit loss-
es and still remains winless in the 
Big 12, a conference Hoiberg and a 
few college basketball analysts have 
called the best league in the country.
Tipoff against the Horned Frogs 
is scheduled for 3:00 p.m. Saturday in 
Fort Worth, Texas.
Senior forward 
Hallie Christofferson 
has just two weeks 
left until the begin-
ning of her final post 
season.
But before the se-
nior forward and the 
rest of the Cyclones 
can think about the 
Big 12 tournament 
and thereafter, they 
will have to play five 
more regular-season 
games.
The first step on 
that road for the ISU 
women’s basketball 
team (17-8, 6-8 Big 
12) will be against 
Texas (17-9, 8-6 Big 
12) on Saturday. The 
Cyclones will re-
match the Longhorns 
after falling earlier 
this season in Texas.
In this final 
stretch of the regular 
season, Iowa State 
will be relying on 
Christofferson for 
leadership. She is the 
only starting senior 
on the team, and she 
is Iowa State’s lead-
ing scorer so far this 
season.
“[Christofferson 
is] a kid that’s com-
pletely committed to 
what the programs 
about,” said ISU 
coach Bill Fennelly. 
“She is one of those 
people that she does 
it by example. She 
shows up every day. 
She never complains. 
The one thing that 
I think is unique is 
she never blames 
anyone else for her 
problems.
Christofferson is 
not a typical leader. 
She has a reputation 
for being quiet both 
on and off the court. 
Instead of leading 
with words, the se-
nior prefers to do it 
through example.
“She’s one per-
son that you have to 
watch everything she 
does because she’s 
not going to say it. 
She’s not going to 
talk. She’s not going 
tot tell you exactly 
what needs to be 
done unless you’re 
one-on-one with 
her. That’s just the 
type of person Hallie 
is,” said junior guard 
Brynn Williamson.
So far this sea-
son Christofferson 
has given her team-
mates a solid ex-
ample to follow. She 
averages almost 19 
points per game — 
good enough for sec-
ond in the Big 12 — 
and eight rebounds.
Christofferson 
also ranks 12th in the 
country in free throw 
shooting percentage. 
She’s made almost 90 
percent of her shots 
from the free-throw 
line this season.
“She leads by ex-
ample. I would talk 
to her in practice like 
when we’re in post 
guard break down. 
She leads me because 
I’m not used to it,” 
said freshman guard 
Seanna Johnson.
Christofferson 
will have her work 
cut out for her if she 
wants to lead her 
team to a win against 
Texas. The first 
time the two teams 
played this season, 
the Longhorns won 
by seven points in 
Austin.
Ten different 
Longhorns were 
able to score at least 
two points on the 
Cyclones. Three of 
them were in double-
digits by the end of 
the game.
Christofferson 
scored only nine 
against Texas but 
she only played 28 
minutes — below her 
average of almost 33 
minutes per game 
— after committing 
three fouls on the 
night.
Christofferson 
responded with 
a 29-point per-
formance against 
Kansas in Iowa State’s 
next game. Fennelly 
said Christofferson’s 
response shows she 
is a good leader for 
the team.
“When you’re 
really obviously the 
only senior that 
plays, the focal point 
of your team when 
you don’t play or as 
well as you think you 
can do you put a lot 
of pressure on your-
self. That means you 
care. That means you 
want to do the right 
things,” Fennelly 
said.
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Gadson, Schiller 
meet for fourth 
time in past year
By Beau.Berkley
@iowastatedaily.com
By Dean.Berhow-Goll
@iowastatedaily.com
By Maddy.Arnold
@iowastatedaily.com
Boaz Beard 
Hometown: Wichita, Kan. 
Weight: 184 pounds 
2013 NCAA Qualifier 
2012 and 2013 Big 12 runner up 
Major: kinesiology, pre-physical 
therapy
John Nicholson 
Hometown: Des Moines, Iowa 
Weight: 157 pounds 
Major: pre-liberal studies
Ben Perna 
Hometown: Rolling Meadows, Ill. 
Weight: heavyweight 
Major: mechanical engineering
Senior Day
Christofferson to lead team 
in final regular season games
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Senior forward Hallie Christofferson shoots a 
jump shot over her opponent during No. 11 Iowa 
State’s 69-62 loss to No. 15 Oklahoma State on 
Jan. 11 at Hilton Coliseum. 
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Senior forward Melvin Ejim attempts 
a layup during Iowa State’s 85-76 win 
over Texas Feb. 18 at Hilton Coliseum. 
Ejim scored 25 points and had eight 
rebounds with two steals in the game.
ISU travels to TCU
Iowa State Daily
Kyven Gadson attempts a leglock on Minnesota’s Scott Schiller during the third day of the NCAA Wrestling Championships on 
March 23, 2013, at Wells Fargo Arena in Des Moines, Iowa. Gadson lost 6-2, which placed Gadson in sixth at 197 pounds.
SO, THEY 
MEET AGAIN
Heavyweight boxers 
Muhammad Ali and Joe 
Frazier fought three times 
in their illustrious careers. 
ISU wrestler Kyven Gadson 
and Minnesota’s Scott 
Schiller are already going 
on four.
For the fourth time in 
a little under a year and 
the third time this season, 
Gadson, the consensus 
No. 1 at 197 pounds, will 
square off against No. 5 
Schiller, who was the No. 1 
ranked 197 pounder until a 
loss to Morgan Mcintosh of 
Penn State on Feb. 9.
The first time the 
two top-ranked wrestlers 
met was in the consola-
tion rounds of the 2013 
NCAA Championships 
with Schiller taking home 
a 6-2 decision victory. On 
Sunday, Gadson will walk 
onto the mat boasting a 
29-dual match win streak 
as well as a 20-2 record on 
the season and it may not 
be a surprise to learn who 
those losses came against.
Schiller downed 
Gadson on Nov. 16, 2013 
at the Harold Nichols 
Open and then against at 
the finals of the Southern 
Scuffle on Jan. 1.
“He comes to wrestle 
every time,” Gadson said 
of Schiller. “He’s a kid that 
likes to put his hands on 
you and keep moving for-
ward … that might have 
been my downfall the first 
few matches, maybe I 
wasn’t ready to go the full 
seven minutes.”
As far as a rivalry is 
concerned, Gadson has to 
hold up his end of the deal.
“He’s a kid that is going 
to be around and some-
one I have to beat in order 
to win matches,” Gadson 
said. “Right now, it’s not a 
rivalry. He’s beat me three 
times and I haven’t beaten 
him once.”
Despite the headline 
match at 197 pounds, there 
are other matches going 
on.
Minnesota, (13-1, 7-1) 
the No. 1 team in the na-
tion, will bring eight wres-
tlers ranked in the top 10 
of their respective weight 
classes, including Schiller 
and Tony Nelson, the 
reigning two-time NCAA 
Champion heavyweight.
“Every single weight 
class they’re going to chal-
lenge,” said ISU coach 
Kevin Jackson. “They’re 
the number one team, 
but there’s opportunities 
at several weight classes. 
We’re going to have to 
compete at each and every 
weight class to make sure 
we represent ourselves the 
best way.”
Last weekend, Iowa 
State competed in the 
NWCA National Duals, 
a tournament won by 
Minnesota, and were elim-
inated in the second con-
solation round with a 1-2 
tournament record.
Despite the trouble-
some record, there were 
some positives. ISU 
125-pounder Earl Hall 
ended a four-match los-
ing streak and broke out to 
win all three matches in-
cluding two against ranked 
opponents.
“Earl is coming off 
three wins, so we feel 
like there is opportunity 
there,” Jackson said. “Mike 
Moreno, Kyven Gadson, 
Tanner Weatherman — 
you can look up and down 
the lineup and see those 
opportunities that are al-
ways there. It’s just a mat-
ter of competing the right 
way.”
Action is set to begin 
at 2 p.m. Sunday at Hilton 
Coliseum.
The ISU softball team, 
off to its best start since 
2009, heads into the week-
end with some momentum 
and aims to build upon its 
8-1 record.
The Cyclones have 
had success in every as-
pect of the game to start 
their season and ISU coach 
Stacy Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
is quick to point out that 
there are a combination of 
factors that are leading to 
the Cyclones’ hot start.
“I think we have fan-
tastic leadership on this 
team,” Gemeinhardt-
Cesler said. “The middle 
infielders, Sara Davison 
and Lexi Slater, have great 
command over what the 
infield is doing, as well 
as Brittany Gomez in the 
outfield.”
The leaders for the 
Cyclones have helped 
develop their freshmen 
into key contributors. 
Freshmen Katie Johnson 
and Rachel Hartman have 
already made their pres-
ence on the diamond felt.
“Katie has been throw-
ing really well for us lately,” 
Gemeinhardt-Cesler said. 
“Hartman at catcher really 
doesn’t play like a fresh-
man at all, so it’s just a good 
combination of balance.”
Whether the ISU of-
fense happens to struggle 
manufacturing runs or 
their pitchers allow more 
runs than usual, Iowa State 
has continued to find new 
ways to win ball games.
“It definitely goes back 
and forth,” said shortstop 
Lexi Slater. “When our 
pitcher does give up a run, 
which hasn’t been often, 
we try to bounce back hard 
to have her back and win 
the momentum.”
The Cyclones have 
scored 56 runs this sea-
son, limiting opponents 
to only 26 runs. Iowa State 
as a team hit for a com-
bined .380 batting aver-
age through its first nine 
games.
“I think it’s very im-
portant for us to pick 
each other up in certain 
situations,” Gemeinhardt-
Cesler said. “There are 
going to be games when 
our pitching needs to win 
games without their best 
stuff, and the easiest way 
to do that is with a great 
offense.”
The players them-
selves attribute the hot 
start offensively to their 
coaches and the hard work 
they put in during practice.
“Obviously great 
coaching contributes to 
our team batting average,” 
said third baseman Sara 
Rice. “We’ve put a ton of 
work in this year and per-
sonally, I feel much more 
comfortable in the batter’s 
box than before.”
Iowa State added as-
sistant coach Lindsey 
Ubrun in September 2013 
to take over as the hit-
ting coach. Gemeinhardt-
Cesler feels Ubrun has 
brought a new dimension 
to the Cyclones’ offensive 
philosophy.
“Coach Ubrun has 
done a great job focus-
ing on some things in the 
off-season that has helped 
everyone,” Gemeinhardt-
Cesler said. “I think the 
things she’s doing play a 
big part to our success.”
Iowa State will be 
on the road again this 
weekend and is sched-
uled to play five games in 
three days at the Marriott 
Bronco Classic in Santa 
Clara, Calif.
After the end of a regular 
season that saw the retirement of 
longstanding coach Al Murdoch, 
the addition of six games and its 
share of ups and downs, it is fi-
nally time for playoff hockey.
The No. 9 Cyclone Hockey 
team (32-9-3, 14-5-1) will 
compete in the Central State 
Collegiate Hockey League 
Tournament Friday through 
Sunday at Lindenwood.
Iowa State will play Indiana 
in the first round of the tourna-
ment. If the team moves on, it 
will play Ohio in the second and 
could face Lindenwood, Robert 
Morris or Illinois in the champi-
onship game.
The Cyclones have beaten 
each of these teams at least once 
in the regular season. But if they 
are going to make a run in the 
conference tournament, they will 
have to play consistent hockey.
“It is the same thing I have 
been saying for the last few 
weeks,” said ISU coach Jason 
Fairman. “We need to play our 
game, play within our systems, 
keeping the game simple and 
playing high percentage hockey. 
It is all of these things. If we do 
that for 60 minutes, we can win 
the championship.”
This inconsistency on the 
ice has been the main challenge 
Fairman has dealt with as head 
coach of the program. He said 
he was confused on how the 
Cyclones could have such a wide 
shift in performance from one 
night to the next—or even from 
one period to the next.
To avoid this problem, when 
the puck drops against Indiana, 
ISU goalie Scott Ismond hopes 
the Cyclones are focusing at the 
task at hand come game time.
“If you look back at our 
games that have been sub-par, 
there were some questionable 
moments in the dressing room,” 
Ismond said. “We have been a lit-
tle too relaxed. We might be joking 
around too much and underesti-
mating our opponent. However 
you want to put it, there’s been 
example of everything.”
Since the CSCHL is one of 
the stronger conferences in the 
American Collegiate Hockey 
Association — it has five prospec-
tive teams competing in the na-
tional tournament — this week-
end gives the Cyclones a chance 
to prepare for the next level of 
play off hockey.
Ohio will also be Iowa State’s 
first opponent in the ACHA 
Tournament. Ismond said this 
early look at the Bobcats will give 
the Cyclones a chance to adjust 
for nationals.
“If we can win that game 
against that team say like a 
Robert Morris or Ohio in the 
CSCHL Tournament, then there 
is no doubt in anyone’s mind we 
can do it again at the national 
tournament,” Ismond said.
If the Cyclones are going to 
hang another CSCHL champion-
ship banner in the Ames/ISU Ice 
Arena, ISU forward Mark Huber 
said it will have to be a team 
effort.
“It is a mindset about be-
ing ready for each shift and each 
game,” Huber said, “We just need 
to have guys give a 100 percent 
effort on every shift and not make 
that small mistake that could cost 
us the game.”
The ISU gymnastics team (3-6, 1-1 
Big 12) will play host to Minnesota at 6:30 
p.m. Friday night in Ames. It is the first of 
two consecutive matchups with the 15th 
ranked Golden Gophers that will span 
two weekends.
The Cyclones have been riddled 
with injuries all season, and last Sunday 
in DeKalb, Ill. was more of the same. 
Sophomore Sara Townsend suffered 
a season-ending knee injury that ISU 
coach Jay Ronayne said will require some 
surgery.
Ronayne described Townsend as 
“even keel” and a “role model” and most 
of all, “a tough player to lose.”
The loss of Townsend hurts even 
more as it occurred at the same time that 
senior captain Michelle Shealy is finding 
her stride in her return from debilitating 
injuries to both her neck and back suf-
fered last season.
The flow of gymnasts in and out of 
Ronayne’s lineup has created flux for the 
Cyclones, but the lineup uncertainty cre-
ates opportunities for others to step up, 
Ronayne said.
Those opportunities inspire compe-
tition in practice, and that competition 
has not only provided drive for the team 
but also helped to cultivate unity, said se-
nior Henrietta Green.
“I think [the competition] helps to 
push the lineup to be better,” Green said. 
“It’s friendly, but at the same time, there 
is a little rivalry. Everyone wants to get in 
the lineup.”
Junior captain Caitlin Brown echoed 
Green’s assessment.
“It’s a healthy, positive push,” Brown 
said.
With Townsend sidelined, there are 
spots available on the floor exercise, the 
bars, and the vault. These chances for 
background players to stand up and shine 
have their merits, but there are significant 
disadvantages to substantial lineup shift-
ing as well, Ronayne said.
“We will probably be competing with 
five on bars this weekend instead of six,” 
Ronayne said. “We do not have that mul-
ligan throw-away score … It is not where 
we want to be. It is not a comfortable spot 
for us.”
The flux comes at an important point 
in the season as Iowa State prepares for 
back-to-back weekends with a nationally 
ranked Minnesota squad.
Even down an important competitor, 
the Cyclones have plenty of reason to rise 
up, said Brown, a twin cities natives.
“I am not a fan of Minnesota,” Brown 
said. “It is Iowa and Minnesota. They are 
close to home. We get them twice every 
year. There is a rivalry there.”
The Cyclones will try and capture 
round one against the Golden Gophers at 
6:30 p.m. today at Hilton Coliseum with 
round two set for March 1 in Minneapolis.
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  Iowa State is set to take on 
host Santa Clara at 5 p.m. 
Friday night in Santa Clara, 
Calif. for the Marriott Bronco 
Classic.
  In the first game of its double 
header in the tournament, 
Iowa State will face San 
Diego at 12 p.m.  Saturday. 
The Cyclones will face 
Sacramento State in the sec-
ond game at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
  The Cyclones will face Santa 
Clara for the second time at 
12 p.m. Sunday. Iowa State 
will finish the weekend with 
its second match-up against 
San Diego at 2:30 p.m. 
Sunday. 
Quick Hits
By Ben.Paulus
@iowastatedaily.com
By Will.Musgrove
@iowastatedaily.com
By Max.Dible
@iowastatedaily.com We will probably be com-
peting on five bars this 
weekend instead of six. 
We do not have that mul-
ligan throw-away score.”
Jay Ronayne
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Junior goalie Scott Ismond prepares to protect his goal during Iowa State’s 
3-1 win over the Lindenwood University Lions on Dec. 6 at the Ames Ice 
Arena. The Cyclones will compete CSCHL Tournament starting Friday.
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Senior Henrietta Green competes in the floor against West Virginia on Feb. 7 at Hilton Coli-
seum. Green received a 9.875 in her floor. Overall the Cyclones won 196.025 to 194.175. 
Injury forces change in ISU team lineup
Cyclone Hockey prepares for CSCHL Tournament
Iowa State seeks to continue 
‘hot start’ at Bronco Classic 
Miranda Cantrell/Iowa State Daily
Senior Sara Rice speaks with a coach while on first base 
during the Cyclones game against South Dakota State at the 
Bergstrom Football Complex on Feb. 9. 
EARN WHERE YOU LEARN!
Senior Advertising Account Executive
Part-Time / Graduate Students / Internship Candidates
When was the last time you were PAID to go to school? 
How would you like to have unlimited earning potential while taking a class?
General Description:
The Senior Advertising Account Executive targets potential advertising clients 
and develops relationships in order to acquire new advertising accounts, as well 
as maintains relationships and favorable contacts with current and potential 
advertising accounts. He/she liaises closely with his/her clients throughout 
ad campaigns, often on a daily basis. He/she manages administrative and ad 
campaign work, ensuring that everything is completed on time, on budget, and 
meets the customers’ expectations.
Responsibilities:
1. Manage a portfolio of accounts to build assigned territory and increase market 
share; Maintain electronic and printed client account records.
2. Achieve sales targets, relying on extensive experience and judgment to plan 
and accomplish goals.
3. Meet and liaise with clients to discuss and identify their advertising 
requirements. 
4. Make “pitches” to try to win new business for the agency.
5. Work with Sales & Marketing Director to devise an advertising campaign that 
meets the client's brief and budget. Become and remain familiar with a variety 
of the fi eld's concepts, practices, and procedures.
6. Present creative work to clients to obtain approval and/or modifi cation.
7. Lead and direct the work of other Advertising Account Executives; Act as a 
mentor and trainer with junior staff members.
8. Brief media, creative, and research staff, and assist with the formulation of 
marketing and ad campaign strategies.
9. Act as the link between the client and agency by maintaining regular contact 
with both, negotiating with clients and agency staff about the details of 
campaigns, and ensuring that communication fl ows effectively.
10. Monitor the effectiveness of campaigns; Deliver and present client reports.
11. Complete administrative work, as required.
Apply at:
http://www.iowastatedaily.com/apply/
Iowa State Daily, 108 Hamilton Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
Send Inquiries To:
apply@iowastatedaily.com
Skills:
• Excellent spoken and written communication skills
• Strong presentation and negotiation skills
• Confi dence, tact, and a persuasive manner
• Excellent organizational and time management skills
• Excellent “people skills,” for working with a range of colleagues and clients
• Ability to meet deadlines and reach goals
• A professional manner
• Excellent business sense
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: Guaranteed Your Deposit Back!
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
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Today’s Birthday 
(2/21/14) 
Areas that receive your golden 
energy flower this year. Focus 
it to priorities like the burst 
of creativity that engulfs you 
through August, propelling 
career to new heights. Weed 
out distractions. Increase 
organizational structures to 
support balancing work and 
family. Build team partnership. 
Summer and autumn get 
especially romantic. Choose love 
and happiness.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 -- Develop a routine 
to make boring, repetitive work 
more fun. Don’t travel just yet. If 
you must, allow plenty of extra 
time. Express appreciation for 
your partner, and grow your 
shared resources.
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 -- Take a bow after 
a solid performance. Meet with 
important partners. Accept a 
nice benefit. Share love, not 
money. Pay back a debt. Get 
the best deal you can when 
shopping. Listen carefully.
Gemini
(May 21-June 20) 
Today is an 8 -- A bonding 
moment transforms your 
relationship. Believe in a partner 
who believes in success. It’s all 
about great service. Repay a 
favor. Provide comfort food. Get 
outside, and play. Exercise and 
fresh air revive your spirit.
Cancer
(June 21-July 22)
Today is a 6 -- Increase efficiency 
at work. Use your experience 
and skills to go the extra mile. 
Postpone travel. Get lost in a 
creative project, adding beauty, 
art and communication. Expand 
the fun level.
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 -- Invest in real 
estate or your home. Discipline 
is required. Keep your opinions 
to yourself, unless asked. A 
fascinating conversation opens 
new doors, but there’s plenty still 
hidden. Let documents simmer 
overnight. Maintain self-control.
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 -- Don’t try a new 
trick yet. Take time to think. Stand 
up for your idea. Dig out some 
exotic facts. You impress an elder. 
Listen carefully to their view. 
Reconnect with an old friend.
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Exceed 
expectations with a stroke of 
genius. Artistic coolness and 
useful functionality could clash. 
Work from home and increase 
productivity. Friends help with 
discipline. Talk and shop, but 
don’t buy yet. Keep asking 
interesting questions. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
Today is an 8 -- Ask for a 
vacation day or get work done 
early, so you can go play. Talk 
about money another day. 
Postpone a shopping trip. Take 
the time to get it right. Relax.
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Today is a 7 -- Apply your 
personal magic to dispel 
old fears. The truth has been 
revealed. Add an artistic touch. 
Watch what you say. Set long-
range goals, and invest in them. 
Make sure you’re getting the 
best quality.
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Something 
doesn’t compute. Investigate, for 
an amazing discovery. Improve 
working conditions. Stick to rules 
and regulations. Finish up old 
business, to make room for new. 
Friends, teammates and partners 
are your secret ingredient for 
success.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
Today is a 7 -- Provide facts 
and great service. Bargain for a 
sweet deal. Don’t dip too far into 
savings. Re-assess your assets. 
Consider new options. Negotiate 
with an authority for a rise in 
status. Offer increased value.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20) 
Today is a 7 -- Completion 
leads to opportunity. Put in 
a correction. Sign or send a 
document or application. 
Get an elder’s advice. Call in 
reinforcements. Route some 
of your winnings to domestic 
improvements. Improve your 
living conditions.
1 “Sesame Street” 
lessons
5 Logo, e.g.
11 NASA vehicle
14 Word spoken con 
aﬀ etto
15 Lead ore
16 “Should I take that 
as __?”
17 Device that tracks 
certain weather?
19 Ken. neighbor
20 Handle
21 Karaoke need
22 Together, in music
23 Make a mournful 
cry louder?
27 Bulldog, perhaps
28 German article
29 Lollapalooza gear
33 They may be in 
columns
36 More ironic
39 Follow, oater-style?
42 Short exile?
43 Tops
44 __-portrait
45 Watch
46 64-Across opposite
48 Run-of-the-mill 
letters?
56 Pie crust ingredi-
ent
57 Tidy sum
58 Warmer for a 
snowy day
60 Tree ring revela-
tion
61 Eight maids-a-
milking?
64 46-Across opposite
65 Jeans measure
66 Auditor’s mark
67 Humerus locale
68 Expels
69 Santa __: dry 
winds
1 Rhine whines
2 Sounded like a fl ock
3 Old-time newsman
4 1972 missile pact
5 Id checker?
6 “Holy cow!”
7 Skycam carrier
8 The Beatles’ “__ Be”
9 Cain’s oldest son
10 Deface
11 Saved for the 
future
12 Blasé state
13 Hobby shop 
purchase
18 Stir
22 Accolades
24 Panache
25 Utah’s __ Moun-
tains
26 Norse mythology 
source
29 Put away
30 “Where the Wild 
Things Are” boy
31 Winning the lot-
tery, usually
32 Left rolling in the 
aisles
34 E’en if
35 Medicinal shrub
37 Annex, maybe
38 Instant replay 
watcher
40 Jersey add-on
41 Hannity of 
“Hannity”
47 Gesture-driven hit
48 __ del Carmen, 
Mexico
49 Bright-eyed
50 Country sound
51 Put up
52 Isn’t busy
53 It originates from 
the left ventricle
54 Trap at a chalet
55 Spanish poet 
Federico García __
59 Queries
61 __ chart
62 Cricket club
63 911 response 
letters
Crossword
Across
Down
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Horoscope by  Linda Black
Daily Fun & Games
Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles
Help Wanted Dublin Bay hiring kitchen 
help. Apply in person at 320 S. 16th 
Street. South of Kmart.
ISU Extension and Outreach 
Story County 4-H Summer Intern. 
Story County Extension announces 
an opening for a 4-H Summer Intern. 
Responsibilities include supporting 
the County 4-H Program and the 
Story County Fair. For application and 
job description contact: Story County 
Extension, 220 H Ave., Box 118 Nevada, 
IA 50201 EOE. Submit detailed resume 
with complete work history and three 
(3) references.  Deadline: Monday, 
March 3, 2014.
IOWA STATE DAILY BUSINESS DIRECTORY HELP WANTED ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Call 294-4123 Today!
or iowastatedaily.com
Put an ad in our
Classifieds & GET RESULTS!
NEED TO 
SUBLEASE 
YOUR PLACE?
Print PDF Website iPhone App Android App iPad Edition Tablet Edition
www.facebook.com/iowastatedaily www.twitter.com/iowastatedaily
com
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versity would cancel class-
es, but thought the weath-
erman was exaggerating 
snow totals.
“Iowa State never can-
cels,” Stratton said.
He planned to spend 
the rest of his snow day 
catching up on all his 
homework.
Other students took a 
different approach to cel-
ebrating their newly found 
free time with a snowball 
fight on the courtyard of 
Richardson Court.
“As soon as I heard 
about [the class cancella-
tions], I started organiz-
ing a snow ball fight [with 
the guys in my dorm],” 
said  Karson Westerkamp, 
freshman in elementary 
education.
Behind the snowball 
fight there were snowmen 
being built and students 
playing in the snow.
Not all students 
thought the weather 
would cause a cancella-
tion of classes.
Alex Diers, freshman 
in psychology, took place 
in the snowball fight at 
Richardson Court.
“I just kind of sat 
around in my dorm, but 
then a bunch of guys de-
cided we should have a 
snow ball fight and that’s 
how this appeared,” Diers 
said.
Madden said can-
celing classes has its 
drawbacks.
“We are not like a 
public school,” Madden 
said. “We have no make up 
days. We lose the opportu-
nity for continuing the ed-
ucational experience that 
goes on.”
Madden said cancel-
ing classes is a “balancing 
act,” where he must take 
into consideration stu-
dents’ safety and access to 
education.
“We expect people to 
know the weather condi-
tions [in Iowa],” Madden 
said. “This is a state that 
has a winter.”
>>SNOW p1
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Matthew Lee, freshman in electrical engineer-
ing, helps push Matthew Szmurlo, freshman in 
mechanical engineering, down the hill at the 
Knoll on Thursday.
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Connor Hoogheem, senior in biology, takes a break from building an ig-
loo with his friends to throw a snowball on central campus on Thursday 
after classes were canceled at 12:40 p.m. due to inclement weather. 
